Mrs M. Mohamed BSC.HONS, LPSH, PGCE, PG.DIP
: Mrs D. Ghafori

Assalmualikum dear parents,
We pray that you are in the best of health and imaan during these challenging times. The last number of months
have been difficult for us all and especially for our children with the uncertainty of school and lockdown constantly
looming. With the advent of the latest lockdown imposed by the government this has highlighted a further strain in
terms of digital accessibility amongst families of the school.
This letter is going out to highlight a key concern which has been raised and outline how we as a united community
can come together as we always do to in’sha’Allah attempt to address it.
A number of parents with more than one child in the family are struggling with the online way of working due to a
lack of digital accessibility in the home. We would like to reach out to the generous parents and friends of the school
and ask for help in this matter.
Do you have a laptop or tablet in the house which is either no longer in use or no longer working? If so, would you
consider donating this to the school? This could then be refurbished and used in a school loaning scheme where
parents who require extra digital access can borrow a device from the school.
If this is something you feel you could help fellow parents with then please do so by one of the following ways;
●
●
●

Dropping off a laptop or tablet which you no longer use / is in need of repair, to the school office.
Offer your professional services to help refurbish devices.
Make a donation to the cause which will be used to help in either refurbishment costs, or to aid pupils with
digital resources for online learning. As MMPS is an independent school, unfortunately there is no potential
aid from the government with this aspect. Donations can be made in the usual manner to the bursar.
In’sha’Allah working together as we always do there is no doubt that we can do great things to help each other
through these difficult times.
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